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"What I tell you. in darkness, that speak ye in light;
and what ye hear in the ear, that preach ye upon the
housetops." Matt. 10:27

THE RADIANT HEALING CENTRE
St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada

THE RADIANT HEALING CENTRE
(A short resume of its history and scope, including
information pertaining to membership)
Since the publication of Trails of Truth. a book dealing primarily with personal evidence of "Survival" (of such a natur<'
that the theories of the mJterialistic scientist and psychclogist are
absolutely refuted concerning the manifestations therein) . there has
been an ever increasing demand for more of the spiritual and scientific
lectures which emanate from the same source.
During and since that publication, also, there has arisen in the
.:ity of St. Catharines, Canada, a tremendous interest in psychic subjects, second to none, perhaps, on this continent or throughout the
world. This has been due entirely to the visits of Rev. William
Cartheuser. whose highly endowed gift has blessed with knowledge
and spiritual enlightenment many thousands of people.
One of the units born under this new impetus is that of the
Radiant Healin{! Centre. which has an enrolment of absent
members extending into widely scattered states and provinces. For
these members, and for all who seek Truth fearlessly and reverently ,
the lectures of LIGHT are being published. At present they will be
given out quarterly; later, it is hoped, in monthly issues.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the Radiant Healinf! Centre may be secured
through application to the editor of Pro{!ression. A fee of one
d0llar per year is required. which entitles the member to the quarterly
issues of Pro{!ression·· as well as to any helpful instructions that
may arise during the year.
Private instructions are sent each member on receipt of application.
Those who wish to become members of the Radiant Healinf!
Centre are requested to clearly 'state this desire, otherwise each enclosure will be taken to mean a year's subscription to Pru{!ression
only.
Membership is dated from the first day of the January that
follows the application. Expiration of membership always comes on
January the first. This gives each member the benefit of the time
intervening between his or her application, and the following January.
For example: one who joins in June 193 3, is entitled to membership
until January 1935; and again, one who joins in December 1933, is
entitled to membership until January 1935.
A daily withdrawal into the Silence, and a twice monthly conPage Two

centration (simultaneous with the meeting of the Mother Circle) , 1r~
the personal obligations asked of all members.
To the magnificent soul. LIGHT . and those associated with
him in the Invisible Realm , and to William Carrheuser, Pro/!,ression
is dedicated, in appreciation of the love and humilit y, and the
scientific labours that have made these lectures possible.
JENNY O ' HARA PINCOCK . E dito r,
(Author of " Trails of Truth ") .
4 7 Church Street,
St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada.
FOR WHAT IS YET TO BE

(A greeting to absent members of the
"Radiant Healing Centre")
This, the fourth issue of Progression , goes out to
you in a spirit of optimism and pride. The expression
" pride" , however, falls far short of dep icting that subtle
sentiment which vibrates between accomprishment and
vision, gratitude and growth, satisfaction and divine-discontent. We have learned so much ,-and we have just
begun.
A story for children appears in this issue. It is time
we took upon ourselves the pleasant, but serious, duty of
more intelligently imparting to the little ones that sadly
neglected knowledge which teaches them the difference between themselves and their bodies; knowledge that gives
them the conscious working power to choose, through the
exercise of their own Wills, the thoughts that pass through
their minds.
To this end "The House of Beautiful Thoughts" is
written . We hope it will be found helpful, and suggestive
of many others.
In the next issue a page devoted to questions and an swers will appear. Members seeking solution to problems
pertaining to healing may write (as briefly as possible) to
the editor, who, at the earliest opportunity, will bring .
the questions before "LIGHT" . The best of these w ill
appear in Progression.
Members of the "Mother Circle" greet you.
-THE EDITOR.
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From Lowlands of Life to Mountains
of Mastery
By LIGHT
The silence of the night is upon us all. From This
Side of the veil we look down upon you, and our thoughts,
laden with radiant health, flow out unto all who are
united with us this hour. Our thoughts are as one. Yea.
across many thousands of miles do our thoughts go forth,
refreshing all who now sit with the Mother Circle of the
Radiant Healing Centre. Ministering Angels bless the
absent members. They are more welcome than they now
can comprehend.
We are often present with you, though unable to
make ourselves known. We rejoice that again we may
come to you in this audible manner. The intimate communion which we establish here in this inner shrine is
for the fulfilment of a great plan. I pray that every member of the Radiant Healing Centre, near and far, will take
advantage of these opportunities in faith and love. We
wish to bring you teachings that no mortal ever had, but
such lessons you cannot expect unless you prepare yourselves in prayer, unless your faith is full to overflowing.
Then, and only then, are we able to bring lessons to you
which will surpass anything of which you can dream or
think. Such is the sensitiveness of thought.

Oh Soul of Man, Awaken Unto Thyself!
Many times we rise above the hills of earth and look
down upon the multitudes of men, our hearts crying out,
"Verily, verily, why do ye slumber, forgetful of the time
to pray? Forgetful too, are ye, that ye have come from beyond the stars. Oh Souls of Men, ye who slumber within bodies of years, awaken unto the call! The dawn has
come. Reason , and sleep no more. Come, we pray, and
rise with us from out the darkness of your own ignorance, into the open spaces of understanding. Realize the
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truth concerning your real selves, even while SOJOUrning
within bodies of clay."
Those who are ready hear this call, but many sleep
on, sleep on. It matters not to us if they hearken not
to the trumpet. No matter what they do, we love them
all. No unkind thought goeth forth from Above. For
we know that the time will come when those who slumber will rise,-will knock until the Angel Hosts, whom
they seek, will restore the sight to their blinded eyes.
May you who seek attract greater radiations of health
about you. May you dwell with a divine discontent within, leading you gently up the slopes of illumination. May
you be strengthened to resist the thoughts of undeveloped
souls, and to feed them, instead, with the food of understanding.

Awareness Brings Poise
There are those who hesitate to acquire knowledge.
Too many fear to become aware of laws governing themselves. Fear not, there is nothing of which to be afraid.
Knowledge truly doth bring forth awareness, and awareness-poise. And if you are "poiseful", how can you
become unbalanced? Do not God's laws light the way to
illumination? Therefore how can they work against His
children? Dwell ye in the inner meaning of the word
"poise". How beau~ifully do ~he. s~ars hover in t,he. ether!
With what poise, wtth what mv1S1ble power!
Tts true
indeed that knowledge will lead you through strang.::
experiences, wherein will be created a longing for Home.
But a developed soul never wishes himself Home before
his cycle is completed. Only those living in darkness and
ignorance entertain such thoughts. Knowledge, a~areness ,
poise, these three, lead on to paths of Mastershtp-and
Healing.

Reality of the Inner Spiritual Senses
More and more are people of earth accepting the
theory that they have always lived. The majority of
thinking people begin to realize that they have ever been,that there has been a greater spiritual life, though clouded
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from their vision at present. But the reason their vision is
clouded they know not. This knowledge can be unfolded
through the development of the inner spiritual senses ,
which exist even more truly than the senses of the body
in which they now dwell.

One Way to Illumination
Go out into the night and meditate. It is one of
God's ways to illumine the soul. How the stars draw
you! A feeling of longing engulfs you , and you are homesick-homesick. Call it " desire" if you will, but as your
gaze is ever drawn upwards, an inner conviction takes
possession of your spirit, and you long for those eternal
shores which are your home.
Imagine yourself alone at night upon a mountain
which overlooks a sleeping village. The moon shines
forth in its full glory. Millions of leaves tremble in soft
overtones, and far out in the silence comes the voice of a
bird, in its dreams expressing the experiences of the day
just spent. Up, and up, and up are the stars. Your eyes
are ever drawn starward ,-and you are receptive. At such a
moment you can receive knowledge of that "silent time"
before your spiritual body became encased in the body of
clay. You, being spirit, are now thinking in terms of
spirit. Commune with God, ye who are made in His
Image. Commune with the Father of Spirit through your
own spirit.

Silence is the Key
As the unfoldment continues you will have no desire
to speak. Silence is a key, and in that silence will come
a dawn-and an awakening. It is the light of memory
breaking through the veil, shedding upon you the eternal
sunshine of self-knowledge. There you will find yourself.
There you will behold some of the glories through which
you have passed.
Let your thoughts drift back, back, back to childhood, and from thence back, back, back to silence-that
silence that comes between the spirit and the earth. Call ·
it "silence" if you will, you of earth that know so little
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concerning it. But during the time of this forgetfulness
you were very active. Return, oh souls of earth, in concentration return, and through the spiritual eyes with which
the Father has endowed you, KNOW yourselves before
you left your home Over Here. For even while in bodies
of clay you may hold the key to the threshold of eternity
-through silence and meditation.
I see you filled with wonder, you who have followed
my thought. Gaze ye down upon the earth, and from
those heights realize the powerful strides you have already
made through this earth experience. How wonderful if
you could visualize this " greater plan" here and now!
You understood it, indeed , during that time you now
term " the silence" -before you entered this cycle of earthly
existence. Could I but place you into this illumination,
and have you see the true purpose of your strivings today!
But sad to say, you have not developed your powers of
concentration to this extent . . I am telling you how to
accomplish this, adding but another lesson to those already
given you on the unfoldment of your real selves.

Meditation
You may realize immediately something of the progress you have already made and thus be encouraged upon
your way. There on the hilltop you are receptive. Your
eyes drop to the village. Memories surge within you.
Sympathy for those sleeping souls below the hills , who
rest for a short time from their toil, stirs a chord of remembrance. You sense the cry of suffering humanity, the
joy of music, the happiness of others. Your thoughts
travel on . You visualize your own childhood , school
days , mother and home. You recall the time when you
entered maturity, with all its responsibilities. The seriousness of those days again surges through you, and you re experience their disheartenment. For a moment you care
not what happens. Suddenly you have lost all interest in
life, all hope , all faith in God and Immortality. Onward
your thoughts drift. Now you leave far behind the discouragements of the past, for already in your meditation
you have travelled beyond them and attained the greater
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view. A light begins to dawn. As never before you realize
you have learned many lessons on earth, and you thank
God for every experience, yea, even for those very mistakes which seemed in their day so unbearable. Already
has illumination radiated to your outward, conscim1s
mind, encouraging you to face the future in confidence
and faith.
I leave you at this point of our meditation. Go ye
upon the hills at night, if you would unfold memories
yet unrevealed. Do as I have pictured unto you. If you
have a partner, and if you are in complete harmony each
with the other, you may go together through these remarkable experiences, night after night. But be not hindered by anyone. Watch not each other. Concentrate.
Many of you will receive visions of the heavenly realm
you have left behind-your true Home. From within
this silence great truths will be unfolded unto you.

Eternal Magnetic Forces Are Expressed
Through Poise
The thoughts of God are expre$scd through eternal
magnetic forces. What food for concentration! I have no
words to express the thought-balance (poise is perhaps
the better word) involved in the control of universes.universes composed either of humble electrons or of the
illimitable stars of heaven. If you pierce a ball with a
long needle, taking no care to centre it, you conflict with
the law of balance. It will not revolve -smoothly. So it
is with human nature. You must balance yourself frequently, deliberately and consciously, if you would have
poise. Never tolerate disharmony in your midst, nor
within your own thoughts. What could happen to this
old earth, think you, and to the universe indeed, if the
Father of All were to lose His poise for a fraction of a
second? Let this be a lesson when something of an agitating nature comes into your daily life. Lose not your
poise. Speak not of any disturbing thing. Even if you
have already lost a fortune, lose not your poise. KNOW
that sooner or later, if it is meant for you, it will be
attracted to you again. Excitement and worry prevent
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the fruition of many plans meant to bring you peace,
beauty and love. Through the exertion of your own free
will you sometimes retard magnificent plans intended for
your future happiness.

First Impressions Point to Poise
Poise brings power. Every little first impression that
comes _to you should be recognized by you, and acted upon
accordmgly. Then gradually but surely, your Efe will
flow into its intended channels. Second after second will
fo_llow eac~ other even as the ticking of a clock-in rhythmlc perfectwn. But you must learn to be sensitive to first
impressions, if you would make no mistakes. Such awareness leads to poise, poise to mastership, mastership to
power. And with power what blessings you may bring
unto humanity, what healing in your thoughts!
You ask if we become discouraged with you, as you
see~ to adapt these lessons, ~ailing, forgetting and striving
~gam. I answer-No. Pat1ence and poise are one. There
1s no such word as "discouraged" to one who understands the law. Let me again repeat, many mistakes would
never occur if you recognized your first impressions.

From Poise to Healing
The term "poise" signifies concentrated control.
Thus, one with poise can concentrate all his powers in a
flash. One with poise never forces himself, never rushes.
The link between concentration and healing is never lost.
Think of this as you dwell upon other lessons I have
given you in the past. How wonderful it would be, could
you heal by the power of your thoughts as you pass a
cripple on the streets! Christ did it. It can be done by all
God's _children .. Practise to attain this poise, thus daily
attractmg to yourself that flow of health-giving power
which never ceases to circulate invisibly around you.
If you have not poise, you are not spiritually well.
Could you see what is visible to us, you would never think
thoughts destructive to your poise. The best opportunities
for practising poise are in your own home. If things go
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not according to schedule say, "I will be calm. I will
keep myself running smoothly from within." It will surprise you how quickly circumstances automatically right
themselves, when mental balance is established.
Some people are always in a rush, thus scattering
their mental forces. They know not themselves. The
present is yours, and needs your utmost concentration.
Conditions in this chamber of God prove my point. We
can bring you beautiful lessons only when your thoughts
are as one, relaxed, receptive, full of poise, harmony and
peace,-"in one accord and in one place." We cannot
express ourselves to advantage unless these conditions prevail. Sometimes, as you well know, audiences destroy
the inspiration of an artist. It is done by thought. So is
it with you. Your own attitude of mind, your own control of the central forces within, create or destroy the very
objective you seek to attain. Think upon this, you who
would heal.

First, Strengthen Receiving Centres of Brain
The simplest way to attain poise is to come to the
realization that you occupy a body that has been loaned
to you; that you are in charge of that body, that the I
AM is the master, and is meant to take complete control
of the brain which directs its expression.
This brain has two main functions, the broadcasting
and the attracting of thoughts. It is wise to strengthen the
centres of attraction first. By that I do not wish to infer
that you neglect the practice of broadcasting. That will
follow in due time. But I wish to make it clear that it
is imperative to first strengthen the receiving stations within your brain. This is done by insisting that healthy
thoughts (thoughts of good-will, purity, tolerance, joy
and unselfishness) gravitate unto you. Dismiss all unworthy thoughts with an effort of will. if an effort is
necessary. It probably will be for a time; later it works
automatically. You see, it is impossible to broadcast
thoughts of hatred, jealousy or envy if you have not first
attracted them. This is obvious. Therefore, learn to be
sensitive to the quality of the thoughts you think. If you
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use no conscious Will to dismiss unworthy thoughts, then
thoughts of questionable coloration will speed to you from
out the thought-charged atmosphere. That is the price you
pay for carelessness. Soon you begin to feel ill. Something goes wrong within the body, and you declare, "I
wonder if it is really possible to possess mastership over
my body? Perhaps I am ill just because I am supposed
to be!"

An Unprogressive Spirit
Think back into the cause of your thoughts. Did
they just drift to you? You need not practise this a wareness if you do not so desire. You may go through life
just as you are, ignoring all laws. You may say, "I have
inherited this weakness; my grandmother had the same
trouble, and I am supposed to have it too!" Such a spirit
shows not progression. Such a spirit prepares not itself
for its mission on earth. And when it comes Over Here,
it will retain the same attitude. You must WILL to shed
erroneous conceptions, you must WILL to assert conscious control over forces of darkness and ignorance, without and within.
There are many souls now released from the body
who refused, while on earth, to exert their own free wills
and be guided by reason. They preferred to follow others,
and to be led into the slavery of antiquated ideas, conventions and creeds. They could have been Masters of
themselves, 'tis true, indeed, they came to earth for that
purpose. After dissolution such souls still retain the suf..
ferings of the body within their own consciousness. They
are self-hypnotized, confused, unreasonable, full of
thought-errors as of yore. When a teacher or friend approaches them to bel p them they exclaim "Leave me
alone, I am full of pain." Sometimes it takes years to
awaken such a soul to the realization that it has discarded
the material body.

By Your Conversation-By your conversation, in thought or word, you create
your own environment, your own health, wealth and happiness. Why not be so busy developing beautiful tendPage Eleven

encies within yourself, that you have no time nor inclination to criticize another? Why not be so overjoyed in
drawing others into the spheres of knowledge, that you
have no desire to hurt another's feelings, nor to linger in
thoughts of disease? For these are signs of undeveloped
souls.
Ah, my friends, increase your poise steadily. Can an
undeveloped, unbalanced mind truly heal? Have you come
thus far along the way with us and still doubt this
law? Apply it,-it lies ever before you. It is yours, and
works day and night for you. Do not deny the I AM
its mastery over mental moods and objective influences.

The Most Essential Lesson to Man on Earth
The most essential lesson to man on earth is to learn
control of the body in which he now dwells.
The body is a vehicle composed of millions of physical cells which have been inherited from many ancestors,
from the animal kingdoms up through the ages to man,
through what is called a "spiritual evolution." YOU are
not your body. You can overcome any physical inheritance, granted that your thought-atmosphere is charged
with power. You can offset every tendency on the part ot
these inherited cells. Be sensitive to your first impressions.
It is the inner voice of YOU. It speaks but once, then the
voices of the cell life of the body (voices of physical cravings and desire) manifest themselves. I will give you an
illustration.
Let us suppose that you are fond of milk. Your first
impression tells you that you have had sufficient. There
is half a glassful left, and you already feel uncomfortable.
Perhaps also, you have been told from childhood to
"save" it by drinking it. Naturally this helps you to argue
in favour of the voices of the body. You drink the milk
-and overburden the stomach. You listen to the voices
of the flesh, you follow a foolish dictum which is altogether unreasonable, and you fail to even recognize tha.t
little first impression which preceded all other impressions.
11hen you feel ill and declare, "I must concentrate!"
You see that you, being the highly sensitive director
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of the body, are meant to control the nerve cenfres always.
Your own spirit within gives a slight impression first.
"(ou will never go astray, if you watch this inner impres·
s1on, no matter what you do. But remember, it comes
but once, that voice of suggestion. The second time it is
the flesh that speaks. If you follow the first slight impression immediately, and argue not with it, you will find
it manifests more strongly as time passes. It needs immediate action, not tomorrow nor the day after, but AT
ONCE. Later it is valueless.
Therefore friends, awake now, you who sleep in the
body! Then, when you pass on, you WILL be masters.
All you need do is arise from the body and walk away,
quietly and quickly, with no crying, no complaining. A
Master commands, and lo, each step upon the path becomes more beautiful. Truly you can not now comprehend the beauty that lies before you. But even now you
are a soul of wisdom within yourself. Therefore, recognize your own inner voice. Follow not the dictates of the
inherited cells of the instrument upon which YOU are
meant to play-a Master.

The Spirit of Justice Within Ourselves
This voice within you, which IS you, possesses a
keener sense of justice than exists in any court of the land.
Sooner or later you become a conscious judge over yourelf, and place yourself in an environment of your own
making. An individual is undeveloped who recognizes
not his own voice of justice within. That is why courts
of justice are a necessity. These courts attempt to do for
people what they will not do for themselves.
There will be no dishonest lives when all act upon
this inner sense of justice. What embarrassment will be
saved! What future chaos avoided! For the soul emerges
from the physical cocoon in the very clothes it creates.
clothes which are interpretations, in light and texture, of
its own spiritual nature.

The Soul of the World
The sense of justice guides man into constructive
channels. Justice is designed neither for one individual
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nor for one nation. Laws must be expressions of love,or fail; love for the brotherhood of man and the Fatherhood of his Creator. Tear away the sham of selfish nation ·
alism. Let justice reign supreme throughout the soul of
the world!
Justice is not reflected in the laws of earth. The
benefits to humanity enter not into the conceptions of
many lawmakers. Not a few are prompted solely by a
desire for individual or national wealth, regardless of their
neighbors. Naturally, such motives are creative. The
world today has its depression as an outcome of national
selfishness.

Thought Currents That Charge the World
Yes friends, hard times of any kind are created
through wrong thinking. Truly are whirlwinds of fear
and hatred more deadly than germs from putrid bodies.
In our past lessons we have studied the effects of fear on
the human body, and how thoughts of fear attract
thoughts of disease. It is not strange, then, that men's
bodies become fit soil for pestilence during mighty maelstroms of war, for therein germs of destruction find every
encouragement for multiplying.
Thought waves of "no work" prevail through the
world today. Naturally they are creative of the things
visualized. People are suffering many difficulties through
this tremendous dynamo of universal thought. If nations
would only experiment intelligently, would talk nothing
but success, would persist in broadcasting nothing but
thoughts of love for each other, then I declare unto you,
friends, present conditions would automatically right
themselves through the innumerable constructive activities
of mankind.

The Training of Children-Their Sensitiveness
I wish to give you an illustration of the sensitivene3s
of children. A sleeping child has been left in care of a
nurse while the parents enjoy a few evening hours of
pleasure. In the meantime these parents are in an accident,
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and the mother becomes hysterical. Suddenly the child
awakes and begins to cry. It too becomes hysterical, and
cannot be comforted. There seems to be no apparent reason, and the incident is probably forgotten. What has
happened? The child is connected with its parents through
?ighly sympath~t.ic curren~s of thought, and takes upon
1tself the1r cond1t10ns. Chlldren are most sensitive to the
thought-atmosphere surrounding them.
Your children are doing practically the same things
you did before them. If you do not approve of what
they do, then teach them the difference between themselves
and the bodies they have inherited. In story form you can
make an interesting picture of these millions of little
living cells that do the work of the body, but who sometimes want to have their own way. You can explain to
your children that these cells must, MUST be controlled
by the pilot of the great machine (the body), and that
the pilot does this by using his WILL. Always make it
pla_in to t~em that loue is the only force upon which to
butld thezr WILL. A good pilot loves his machine.
polishes it, fixes it with pride, directs it carefully, well
knowing that his life depends upon its smooth running.
In years to come your children will be grateful to
you for these stories of illumination.
Never use fear with any child. You need not threaten
to discipline. Threats create fear, the very thing you seek
to avoid. If you say, "Do this or I will punish you,"
that very expression of fear will return to you, and punish
yourself. Rather say, "You must stop it. Become the
Master of every thought in your body. Your body need
not grow dark, depressed and ill; you can make it happy,
strong, beautiful to look upon-and bright."
A child can be trained to respond to commands immediately. Families vary in characteristics, thus making
it necessary to exert individual judgment and treatment.
But children CAN be taught at an early age to control
their bodies by their thoughts. Toys may be used as
object lessons. Gradually, as they absorb these ideas, you
will notice health creeping into their bodies, you wiU
observe that they have formed habits of thinking and
reasoning far in advance of yours at their age.
Pai'e Fifteen

Future Thought-Horizon of the World

Closing Prayer

I pray that educational authorities will some day
teach these fundamental truths from kindergarten to university, and beyond. But at present these men are themselves children in knowledge. Indeed, all these laws of
which I speak are elementary to greater, vaster knowledge
which would stagger you indeed, were you told of the
possibilities ahead of your world. Verily the time is coming when Angels may walk and talk with men.
Children thus trained will develop differently from
you adults. Humanity will free itself from crime. The
entire horizon of the world's vision will change,-all
when the growing minds of children are taught concerning their own innate powers.
Knowledge is power. How little you believe in your
own potentialities! How little you know yourselves! How
cramped your outlook of the future, and of what lies ahead
of this world! It is your desire for knowledge that brings
us to this room tonight. You first created this desire, and
we are attracted to give you what you seek. You can
attain unto all you desire, for desire is a tremendous force
of attraction.

Father of Light and Wisdom, we thank Thee for
this meditation with Thy children. Increase their faith
in us that we may be enabled to express more of Thy
truths from out the Beautiful. May they be conscious
always of the overshadowings of Thy love.
Even as children may they accept these lessons as
stepping stones which lead over the lowlands of life to
the mountain tops of self-mastery. Prepare them for
greater lessons on earth, as well as in Heaven .
Great Spirit of Unselfishness, we thank Thee for
this day that has always been, and that always is. Bless
those who are assembled afar with us. May they have
greater understanding of Thy love through these lessons.
Help them to bless others, and to go forth in loving fellowship among men , teaching these truths of Thy Kingdom.
Protect the Instrument, we pray Thee. We are grateful for the rejoicings that follow the children of earth
through him. We are grateful to Thee that Thou hast
kept him safely.
Unite us all in loving fellowship, now and for
ever-Amen.

"--To Keep Thee in All Thy Ways"
I pray that you may go forth from this sacred chamber tonight with the consciousness that Angelic hosts
ceaselessly work among you, that Invisible hands caressingly clasp your hands, regardless of what you think or
do. May this truth of Immortality teach you how to
pray, how to love more deeply, how to guide those ~ho
are in need. And may you never, never forget that JUSt
beyond the veil are those you love. In love they never
fail you, and when you call upon them they are in your
midst.
There is no barrier to love.
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DID YOU EVER?
(Dedicated to every little child m the world)
By JANE LEAR

Did you ever see the music waves
That play a summer shower?
Did you ever smell a happy smile
Or hear a crimson flower?
Did you ever touch the fairy flutes
In a fountain's magic light,
Or catch the dream-thoughts drifting
Through a garden-Sunday night?
Did you ever follow flights of love
In rainbow streams ascending,
Or sense the songs the elms sing
With radiant sunset blending?
I'm sure-aren't you ?-the things
we hear
And think, and do, and see,
Will some day all together play
Our spirits' symphony!

l'age Eighteen

"The House of Beautiful Thoughts"
(An Allegory)
''There is a magic house of thoughts
Belongs to you and me,
And when we think kind things within
We shine outside, you see.
Tra-la, and-a Tra-la-lee,
For when we think kind things within,
We shine outside, you see."
The White Doll reclined in her favourite crystal
chair. Her friends were all departed, and the party was
over. She smiled happily as she gazed in the magic mirror
they had just given her, and thought, "How I wish they
would tell me the secret of its magic! I wonder what
it can be!'
Had you peeked in the magic mirror at this moment,
you would have thought her the prettiest doll ever you
saw. Her hair glimmered and glowed like golden clouds .
at sunrise, and her eyes were as deep as the deepest blue
of dawn.
But perhaps you would have liked, best of all. the
White Doll's dress. It sparkled like myriads of dewdrops
in the sun, which was partly the reason why she was
called "The White Doll." Indeed, she and her friends
were much alike, I suppose because they played together
so frequently.
Needless to say, the White Doll lived in a very beautiful house. Its name hung in large letters of gold all
the way across the front, on the outside. It read, "The
House of Beautiful Thoughts". The White Doll had
never seen this name, and did not know it was there.
That may seem rather strange, but you will understand
the reason shortly.
In The House of Beautiful Thoughts were seven
crystal windows, two to see through, two to hear
through, and one each to smell. taste and touch
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through. For instance, when the roses gently wafted
perfume to her through the garden, all the White Doll
had to do was to run quickly to the window through
which she could smell, and there drink in the delightful
fragrance. And often when the South Wind whispered
secrets to the trees, the White Doll sat quietly at her hearing-windows, and listened to what they had to say.
The House of Beautiful Thoughts had just two
doors, one at the front, and one at the back. The
front door was for the use of the White Doll's friends
only. She was never, never allowed to pass through it.
That is the reason she knew nothing about the golden
name on the outside. But the back door!-Oh! the back
door led to a beautiful garden of dreams. It opened only
after the sun went down, just as the stars began to peep.
In the day-time it remained fast, fast closed. No one
but the White Doll was ever allowed to pass through this
dream-garden door. It belonged to her alone.
Naturally the White Doll was never lonesome with
so many crystal windows to use. She often went to her
looking-out windows and called to her playmates:
"Come in white friends,
And play with me,
My front door opens
To welcome thee!"
and in they would come, dczens and dozens and dozens
of them, dancing, singing and laughing! But no matter
how often they came, her white friends refused to tell her
the secret of the magic mirror. "No indeed" , they would
reply, "you must :find that out for yourself!"
One day, as the White Doll sat at her two lookingout windows, she became very curious concerning some
black, brown and red dolls in the distance, who never
seemed even to see The House of Beautiful Thoughts. "I
think I will invite them in to play," she thought. So for
the moment she forgot all about her white friends and
called:
"Come in dark friends
And play with me,
My front door opens
To welcome thee."
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It wasn't very long before the black dolls heard her.
First they just stopped and waved, but as the ·white Doll
continued calling, they began to beckon to some brown
and red dolls near by, who seemed to be friends of theirs.
Soon they all came trooping in the front door of The
House of Beautiful Thoughts.
"Oh, how ugly they are!" exclaimed the White
Doll from within, "not half as beautiful as I am. The
brown ones have big feet, and every one of them walk
so crooked and wobbly!"
It was too late, however, to tell them not to come
in, fo~ after such a hearty invitation they were already
tumbhng over one another in their haste to get in first .
"Ha, Ha, Ha !" they began to croak:
'We'll eat all her candies,
And drink all her wine,
We feel quite at home,
Now for a good time!"
Dozens and dozens and dozens of them came in, until the White Doll felt herself squeezed tightly against the
walL No one seemed to pay the slightest attention to her.
They treated her just as if she didn't belong there at all.
So she ran quickly upstairs and threw herself upon her
bed. "Oh why did I invite them in!" she sobbed. "My
alabaster floors are black with mud, and my beautiful
house is ruined! Even the crystal windows have become
smoky and dim. What shall I do, what shall I do! I
hate them!"
Just then her eyes rested upon the magic mirror beside the crystal chair. Quickly she ran to it and looked
in. Then in horror she stepped back. Dare I tell you
what she saw?-a black dress, streaked in red and brown,
and hair dirty, dull and colorless!
For the rest of the day she lay on her bed, too miserable to move. At last the sun went down, and just as
the first star began to peep over the tallest tip of some
tamrac trees , the White Doll, now dark, dismal and sad
slipped out through the back door of her ruined home:
Pa~re
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How glad she was for this escape, and how ashamed of
her appearance!
It was a soft, shimmery moonlight night, and tiny
fairies were dancing on the tippiest-tip-tops of some tulips
near by. "There's magic in the moonlight," they sang:
"There's magic in the moonlight,
And magic in your dreams,
There's magic all about you
When you choose a thought that gleams."
Then one of the fairies spied the little doll , white
no longer, hiding in the mist under a hazel tree. " Whatever in dreamland has happened to you !'" she cried. ' 'Surely
you haven't forgotten about the magic that dwells in
your Beautiful House of Thoughts?"
·
''I'm afraid I must have," confessed the dismal doll,
"although I never could have Known it-really."
"I heard you call somebody ugly," said one fairy,
coming closer.
"And I heard you say you hated somebody," called
another as he slid all the way down a long slippery slide
of dewy grass, landi-ng on the top of his head. But the
doll didn't even laugh. She felt as if she could never,
never smile again. Instead she began to cry:
"I feel so sick and sad! My house is all spoiled, lih
my dress."
A lovely silvery fairy, with lavender gossamer wings,
hopped lightly off a w~ite rose, where she had be~n moonbeaming herself. Puttmg her arms about the ltttle doll
she said, "Keep very still for ten dew-drop seconds, and
I think we can help you."
Then the dew began to fall, drip-drip-drip-softly,
very softly. When the tenth little drop splashed lightly
in a dew pool at the doll's feet , the fairies began to sing.
holding each others fingertips as they circled above some
mist blown blue-bells:

"When morning breaks and day is come,
Go back into your lovely home,
Think only kindly things , and true,
Then happy things will come to you .
And now you know the mirror's spell,
For what you are 'twill truly tell."
When morning broke the doll found herself back upon
her bed again. She remembered clearly all that had happened in the dream-garden the night before, and had z
plan already in her mind. So, without stopping to sec
herself in the magic mirror (for she knew all too well
that her dress was still black and soiled) , she slipped
downstairs where the unwelcome guests still lingered .
Lifting her voice above the din , she called :
" When you are white, and true , and fine ,
Come to my home again, and dine ,
I love you all, none now I fear ,
No thoughts but love can enter here."
These words were hardly said before the brown, red
and black dolls began to scamper. " I don't like th is
place," they called quickly to one another. " Let's hurr y
and get gut!" No sooner had the last one disappeared
through the front door, than the White Doll's white
friends came in:
" Have you learned about the magic of the mirror ?"
they laughed.
"Indeed I have," humbly replied the White Doll
(her dress was rapidly changing back to its beautiful dew drop-in-the-sun color). "Never again will I invite any one in my House of Beautiful Thoughts unless I know
them to be white and kind . For as surely as I do , I shall
grow exactly like them.
" And now I know the mirror's spelL
For what I am ' twill truly telL "
she laughed, quoting the song something the way the
fairies sang it the night before.

* * * * *
And the last I saw of the White Doll a'n d her white
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friends, they were joining hands and spinning around m
a circle singing:
' 'There is a magic no use of thoughts,
Belongs to you and me,
And when we think kind things within
We shine outside, you see.
Tra-la, and-a Tra-la-lee,
For when we think kind things, my dear,
We shine outside, you see."
over and over again.

HEIGHTS MAJESTIC, MIND AND SONG
"Men are four :
He who knows, and knows he knowsHe is wise-follow him.
He who knows and knows not he knowsHe is asleep-wake him.
He who knows not, and knows not he kno ws notHe is a fool-shun him .
He who knows not , and knows he knows notHe is a child-teach him.''
-Arabian Proverb .
" God of the star-swarm and the soul ,
The conscious Will that made the world
From ether-drift and cosmic dust ,
Such is the God we know and trust. "
" There is a destiny that makes us brothers,
None goes his way alone ;
All that we send into the lives of others
Comes back into our own.
" I care not what his temples or his creeds,
One thing holds firm and fast ,
That into this fateful heap of days and deeds
The soul of a man is cast. "
-Edwin Markham.
"In the heart of the bulb
Is the promise of Spring.
In the little blue egg
Is the bird that will sing.
In the soul of the seed
Is the hope of the sod.
In the heart of a child
Is the Kingdom of God ."
-William Stidge.
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Be Careful
In speaking of another's faults
Pray don't forget your own;
Remember those with homes of glass
Should never throw a stone. ·
If we have nothing else to do
But talk of those who sin,
'Tis better we commence at home,
And from that point begin.
We have no right to judge a man
Until he's fairly tried;
Should we not like his company,
We know the world is wide.
Some may have fault-who has not,
The old as well as the young;
Perhaps we may for aught we know
Have fifty to their one.

I tell you of a better plan,
And find it works quite well,
To try my own defects to cure
Before of others tell.
And though I sometimes hope to be,
No worse than some I know
My own shortcomings bid me let
llhe faults of others go.
Then let us all when we commence
T10 slander friends or foe;
Think of the harm one word may do,
To those we little know.
Remember, curses something like
Our chickens "roost at home."
Don't speak of others' faults until
We have none of our own.

-Anonymous.
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Words That Wing Across the World Radiant Healing Centre

of the

"Members of the Radiant Healing Centre will be
gratified to learn that a remarkably quick cure of a large
tubercular abscess has been reported to Progression by a
physician, graduate of the Royal College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Edinburgh and the Royal Faculty of
Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. The doctor at·
tributes, in part at least, the unusually rapid healing
(tubercular abscesses are notoriously slow to heal) to the
fact that the patient was brought under the influence of
spiritual heali.gg. "-The Ed.
"Since becoming ardent followers of the teachings
of "Light," and members of the Church of Divine Revelation in St. Catharines, my wife and I find a marvelous
improvement in our children's attitude toward discipline.
Indeed, we have acquired wider vision and understanding,
for since personal proofs of survival have come to us, we
are adding unto our faith-knowledge."-The Mother
Circle.
"Make me a member of your Radiant Healing Centre.
Give me all the help you can, for I struggle here alone ..
Progression is wonderful. I long for spiritual teaching.
What it contains is really what is needed. God ever
guide and lead you. "-Quebec.
"I am greatly indebted to you for Progression
Strangely enough, it came at a time when I needed just
what it contained . . . I very much wish to become a
regular member of the Radiant Healing Centre: I have
practised similar communio~ for years, one~ havmg s_aved
my life when only loss of tt, or an operatton, was mdtcated, to the amazement of a great specialist."-Ontario.
*"This winter my little daughter was cured of :t
chronic bronchial cough of months' duration (intermittently), frequently prohibiting her from passing the nights
in comfort. I sent in a request for concentration on thc>
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meeting night of the Radiant Healing Centre, and was
told to sit beside her at 8. 3 0, which I did. On this particular night she was quite exhausted from coughing.
Suddenly a sigh of relief escaped her. Her hot forehead
became cool, and she slept undisturbed. I noticed a light
above her head , of an 'indirect nature.' I hastened to pro cure my camera, hoping to photograph it , but was un successful. That was months ago , and her cough has
not reappeared ."-St. Catharines.
*(This mother expressed her gratitude to the Radiant
Healing Centre in a gift to the Mother Circle.)-Ed.
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